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The anthology for this year is again the result
of teachers and professional writers working with
Arkansas elementary, middle, junior high, and high
school students who participated in three related
poetry programs : the State- wide Project, the Clark
County Project, and the Pulaski County Project.
In addition, visual arts are featured. The prints
with poems were done at Bentonville High School under
the direction of Roger Dale, artist in residence sponsored by the Arkansas Artists in the Schools Project.
On behalf of the editors and staff I would like to
express our special thanks to Dr. Sandra Perry and Ms .
Carol Gaddy of the Office of Arkansas State Arts and
Humanities for their guidance and encouragement .
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YOCUM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, EL DORADO

THE FOOTBALL GAME
1 wish I was a football player .
I would come streaking down the field
like a lion was chasing after me
and the dark sky chasing me.
-Author Unknown

WHAT I'D LIKE TO BE
I would like to be a horse back rider
I would ride through ice cream pastures.
and I would jump cherry top hills
And drink from coke streams
And eat candy bars from candy cane trees.
-Lisa Wilson

THE ZEBRA OF EL DORADO
There was a zebra
His name was Ben
He liked to poke people with a pin
He would kick his legs up
People would come to see him
He was my zebra , a smart one .
He was crazy but I liked him.
-Lonnie Lovett

I DREAM

Once when I was real little I had a dream, my family and I were on a
ship, there was a big big dragon in the ocean, he was very very hungry,
he keep rocking the boat back and forth back and forth, in a flick of a
flash we were in the water, we swam and swam faster and faster, each time
he came up he go after my brother and eat him up, then I got tired but I
keep pushing, my daddy and mommy got to land, they got a boat to come and
get us, we were safe but my brother had been eaten, poor brother, poor
brother.
-Karen Camp
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BENTON HIGH SCHOOL

PUSSIN BOOTS
Pussin Boots was a dog, a real weiney dog. I played with her, I slept
with her and I loved her. She died not long ago and I became her . This
man beat me and I bit the hell out of him. I could just taste his awful
alcoholic blood . But the danger of it was I bit him in the wrong place
and left h im lying there holding himself like a deformed child .
I worried
all day and night for two weeks because I was afraid of what I had done
t o him . I' ll teach him to ever beat on me again.
-Debbie Trickey

MONGOOSE
I ' m a mongoose today-may be dead tomorrow.
Some people say I should
chase snakes and eat them ,
but there ' s a snake next door-he gives me cigarettes.
- Author Unknown

RABBIT
I eat your lettuce and carrots-! am a Rabbit- ! have to watch out for wooden boxes
with carrots inside , and propped up
on a stick , with a string attached.
They think us Rabbits are
stupid or someth ing .
I live in a nice , new, modern
burrow . I have a wife and 56 kids.
-Author Unknown
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WORM
I am but a small worm
just creeping, crawling, and sliding
along on my belly .
I have no real purpose
so I just exist
alone and scared
never knowing when I'll be stepped on.
I must decide when it's safe
to dare cross the sidewalk
or it could be my last move.
-Author Unknown

EAST SIDE JR. HIGH, BENTON

DOG
Slept.
Saw people in a hurry
ate meat
roamed
felt safe with my master
wanted to please
feared winter
loved to hunt
was carefree when small
had wisdom when older
-Author Unknown

FLY

The day I was born I
crawled around as a maggot. As I
grew I had an urge for flesh . I saw
my first chance at an adult--the blood
was terrible. I went for a younger person.
It was too salty. But now I ' ve been
chewing on little children all my life.
The skin was soft and tender. My mom
told me about the dangers, but I didn't
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listen. Once I was in a house chewing
on a kid . I was swatted away-1 became scared- -! went crazy--the
kid swallowed me.
-Author Unknown

DOVE

Soaring,
Alone I fly ,
with the wind .
The scattered
Wha t a feast,
For me.

grain~ ,

I alone ,
Am the master,
Of grace and beauty.
The feeling of need,
It!s gone,
And I'm alone .
Oh, but I am
The forgotten dove.
-T . M.

CEDARVILLE

~

SCHOOL

ROUSE
clean , calm
happy , hopeful, loving
table, chair, floorstool
dull , hopeless, hating
dirty , noisy
shack
-Mark Hodges
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T ogether
E fficiency
A lan and Steve
M oving fast in whitewater
-Alan Ray Hosier

FOUNTAIN LAKE HIGH SCHOOL, HOT SPRINGS

1

Among the many forests
deep and brown I see
a tiny creature move--It is a fawn .
2

I am peeping through a
blackberry bush only to see
a large doe taking care
of her newborn fawn.
3

All around me I see
the tiny flowers starting
to grow and so is the
Fawn.
-Author Unknown

WOLF
To see him running and the
wind rippling his coat is
beautiful, so wild, so free.
How could anyone harm such
a beautiful creature? But is
he really free? Or does he just
live in fear of some heartless
man desiring his shiQY
coat to be hung on the wall.
Isn't that the game though, to
hunt and be hunted?
-Author Unknown
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I AM A POLAR BEAR

It is a sunny day at the zoo.
I'm lying on the warm
concrete taking it in.
The people are passing
by and the children are
screaming because I won't
stand up .

RAMAY JR. HIGH, FAYETTEVILLE

THE DOCTOR

I sat there in the folding chair
and he said get up boy now I mean now .
As I looked up he was a tall guy with a
mustache and a bald head--I jumped and
said yes sir sir yes sir come with me
to room 126 OK 126 now now I'm going to
kill you now OK now.
-Jerry Shackelford

Vi.JLTURES
The bait, a 1974 edition of the Webster's
New World Dictionary of the English
Language, lay strewn on the darknot-quite-dry-from-the-rain-earlierin-the-day pavement.
We waited. A dark figure appeared
over the horizon . It was the vulture .
It walked up and took the bait and
began to walk away but was unable t o
move. It fell on the pavement
and did not rise.
-Author Unknown
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I'M A MOUSE
I'm a mouse. I walk down town
every day to pick my bit of cheese.
Sometimes I meet Ralph--he's the
mouse that is the head of our Friday night
poker game. There was a fire at
the ice plant. Now I live in the Ozark
Theater very happily.
-Author Unknown

GEORGE'S LOUNGE VS . MAXINE'S TAVERN
It all began when the Gaslight Club
burned down-so I trucked on over to George's lounge.
I particularly didn't like it there-so I trucked on over to
Maxine's Tap Room-I didn't like it there so
I trucked on HOME!
-Author Unknown

GOLDEN OWL
This Owl was not ordinary.
Most Owls fly .
The Golden owl is prayed to
By many people.
But can the Owl answer back or Answer
The prayers of its people?
-Author Unknown

SUMMER
feels like rolling
in a field of wheat in a dream
-Steve Sparks
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BENTONVILLE MIDDLE SCHOOL

TURTLE

I 'm a turtle, nothing more, nothing
less, just a turtle.
The story of the tortoise and the hare isn't true.
We lost . We just had a better
press agent. Being a turtle is dangerous.
The night after the race the rabbits
stoned us . That's when we started
wearing shells.
-Matt

s.

ZEBRA

I saw a zebra in a zoo
and I said I wish I were one
and that night when I went to bed
I was a zebra
with a long neck and with yellow
and black spots on me and
then a lady came up stairs
and screamed and then a man
came up and said to the lady
there's nothin in there
so she looked and there stood a boy
as free as could be
-Author Unknown

AIR
is like a giraffe's voice
-Author Unknown
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MULE

I don't feel like being pulled
or pushed to carry a load
over great mountains.
I travel, wasting my life, my adventures.
-Author Unkncr.m

HARRISON HIGH SCHOOL

SCHOOL-a mountain in which there
just might be a pass
-Steve Hager

FREEDOM-a painter spills black paint on a white rug.
-Author Unknown

POEM
I

tripped and stepped
on a pizza
in a
snowstorm .

-B . J. Howell
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DREAM POEM

I played the piano for a roomful of spiders.
I screamed in pain and they told me to be quiet.

A wildcat lived under the T. V.
A ceramic frog with glittering teeth tried
to kill me . I chopped it in two but
it kept coming .
-Denise T.

DREAM POEM

I dreamed I heard a thousand
birds dying in slow motion.
I dreamed I heard the world
cracking in half like a Brazil
nut .
I dreamed I heard tomorrow
calling yesterday to save it.
I dreamed my teacher laughed
like a horse.
I dreamed my mother told
me I was really a bananna
split without nuts.

-Shelby Ruff

--JACK-Once there was Jack the Ripper,
At a social, he was a pipper,
But if he got mad,
cause you said he was bad,
He'd chop you right down to your zipper.
-Jim Bellora
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FAYETTEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

POEM
The
The
The
The

shovel scrapes,
man grunts,
soil falls,
grave fills.
-Rick Presley

POEM
The
The
The
But

cow has a cud
turtle has mud
rabbit has a hutch
I haven't much

The ox has a yoke
The frog has a croak
The toad has a wart
So he ' s not my sort
The
The
The
And

mouse has a hole
polecat a pole
goose has a hiss
it goes like this
-Author Unknown

A BLUR OF FUR

Up the tree
the leaves
the leaves

(to be read fast)

over the branch
across the wire
over the branch
- Debbi Harvey

through
through
into the hole .
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MONGOOSE
It can be fun,
but dangerous,
Killing snakes • . . having a ball.
I am a curious animal,
I seek and find out all.
-Marsha Taylor

SOUTHWEST JR. HIGH, SPRINGDALE

FUNERAL

Sad , dreary,
Mourning, Weeping, Burying,
Nobody likes them,
Dead.
-Author Unknown

WINSLOW SCHOOL

POEM
If I were a snake, I would look up.
If I were a giraffe, I would look down.
If I were a rabbit, I would look around,
I would look up in the sky, I would
look down on the ground, for claws
and paws of bird and hound.
-Allen Dobbs
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MAGNOLIA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

TWO DREAM POEMS

1

I dreamed I was at my wedding.
I walked up the aisle. He came toward me.
Walked past me and took
the bridesmaid's arm .
2

I dreamed I was a piece of hair
on a bald head . It was green and
had a hole through the middle
bigger than Dallas.
-Melrose Hubbard

POEM

I dr~amed I was a chicken,
really a chicken .
I layed eggs, my mama sold them.
She kept me in the hen house out back.
My Daddy wanted to get rid of me.
He didn't want a chicken for a daughter.
Mama wanted to keep me.
She made good money off the eggs .
My sister hated me.
She tried to poison me, but I pecked her.
They wanted to eat me, Mama wanted
eggs.
Even Daddy wanted to eat me.
One night after Mama went to bed
Daddy came out and put me in
a tow sack and hauled me to the
city dump.
I was eaten by a dog .
An ugly dog .
It all turned out alright for my
mother though, my little sister
turned into a chicken.
-Debbie Groves
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BRYANT HIGH SCHOOL

PIG
The pigs I feel sorry for they're always muddy ,
They crave food .
What do they have to live for?
The butcher block, the brown bowl,
The black heaven.
What do they have to live for?
A tortured life,
A hot summer,
And possibly a pinned snout.
The pigs I feel sorry for.
-Author Unknown

ROGERS HIGH SCHOOL
TANKA

As the snow falls lightly,
The ground is soon white and cold .
Yet Spring is so near
Though I can ' t see it coming ,
I feel it coming, inside.
-Tim Mathias

POEM
I used to be a male rabbit.
I would just sit around the
cage all day waiting for a
female to come in heat.
Then when I got too old
They killed me.
-Pat Bourke
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CONWAY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

THE BAT
Only at night does he fly-Insects beware in the evening sky.
-Ricky Collins

THE TREE
The tree came up one morning
and then went down later .
-Donna Curtis

DREAM

I am Dream-- Dream is me-l move it and it returns to move me.
But like a light it moves from my eye-Moving swiftly
It takes me through my side of the world
And no one else knows where I
Have been.
-David Howerton

LOVE IS THE WORD
that brings wild animals near.
-Tony Lewis
TENNIS SHOE
feels like a wet duck at dawn.
-Kathy Sudduth
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RUSSELLVILLE MIDDLE SCHOOL

MURDER
an evil person
turns someone off with a
key shaped like a sword.
-Bill Pinson

WAR IS NOT MUSIC
But when I think of Vietnam and vice
I think a broken bullhorn would suffice.
-V. Frazier

DRUM
an elephant digesting his food.
-Tommy Osborn

MUSIC
is a cage without any bars.
-David Clair

REAL TIREDNESS
a bull finds a gourd to sleep in.
-Donna Jacimore
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CLOSET
a hole in a kangaroo for the baby.
-Jim Jensen

A LETTER TO ZUBINIAN
Dear Zubinian,
I miss you dearly. How is Zarnarban. I hope he is O.K. I miss him.
Is he still as cute as ever? I long for his lips. Tell him that I am
coming back soon to that wonderful planet with him and get married.
Tell him I have decided to have a Barcaneran wedding . If that's all
right with him. I love the idea of all the bananas thrown at us after
the wedding. Ah!
Love,
Arfain
-Carolyn Albers

POEM
I would put on what I wanted to die in .
I would comb my hair.
I would go for a walk .
I would fix my bed .
I would lie down in my bed and wait for me to die.
-Bz:enda Hefner

PIANO
a banana sliding out of its peelings.
-Ananymous
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THE FABLE OF THE FINAL HOUR
In the 56th min. of the final hour the man pulled out
and looked at the gun.
In the 57th min. he checked it close for rusty
spots.
In the 58th min. he wrote a note telling them
why oh why.
In the 59th min. he aimed it at his head.
In the final minute of the final hour he
pulled the trigger, and shot his horse.
-John Neumeier

CARLISLE HIGH SCHOOL

POEM
A BOOK IS CREATED

The skin of the writer is made into paper for pages in the book.
The bones of the writer are crushed and made into the front and back
covers.
The ink for putting the words on paper is made from the guts of
the writer.
The title is made from the writer's eyes and ears.
The most important part of the book is the thoughts and words in the
book.
They are made from the brains of the writer being smashed and
smeared between the pages.
A book is a man's body and sometimes even his soul.
-Author Unknown

POEM
I dreamed of cats biting at my neck
A walk into the silver eternity
An explosion of a heart
The music is flowers growing on my windows
Ants that fly south for the winter
The promised land of Mars chocolate bars
And the attack of the 90ft. banana
The electric hell that paralyzes my backbone
The Santa Claus flying over New York on
a pack of cigarettes
(no stanza break)
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A toad frog that vomits up vitamin E
The mushrooms that burn forever
A baby is choking on an overdose of
Santa flush . I crush the earth in the
muscular grip of my hand . 1 yo-yoed
500 pounds on a shoestring. A bite
biting on my tongue . A sword cutting
into my jugular. The fingernails that
cuts the diamond . I awake lying
in a field of volcanic coals with a mouth
full of molten lead . I feel my spirit violet
and ghostly full of wary good bye. Oh Lord , I ' m
watching tv.
-Au thor Unknown

PRESCOTT HIGH SCHOOL

DREAM

I dreamed that I was trapped in my bed ,
Horses like birds flew over my head.
The sun never came out when they flew ,
so I grabbed up my pillow and I knew
what to do .
1 dreamed I hit them with my pillow
as a miner would hit rocks with his pick ,
Their beaks and their hoofs come too
close around me .
And inside me they began to kick .
I dreamed I awoke at this moment
and that I had lost the battle
but at least I had won back my bed.
-Gail Perry

ONION
I d r eamed I wan an onion
and no one could stand to be around me
So I drank lots of tea
to get rid of the smell that was around me.
-Author Unknown
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HARMONY GROVE HIGH SCHOOL

HAMBURGERS
I dreamed I ate one million
hamburgers and sat down and
flattened the whole world
I dreamed my head was so big
it took a thousand people
to hold i t up.
-D. Gulley

ENGLISH CLASS
I dreamed I was
lost without an
I dreamed I was
and somehow had
good with me

in English class
ink pen.
squeezed up in a dull novel
to get out and bring some
-Wayne Nix

CORNING .:;_;;_..;.,_~
JUNIOR AND
SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS
- - .;;..o...~..;;;;.....

THE FINAL HOUR
Traveling nowhere, down in the deep dark subways.
Going for the mark of the beast, 666.
Maybe I'll make it.
There has to be an escape.
Beside sits a skeleton, wearing the scarlet shawl .
It was my mother's you know.
The sub comes to halt.
I step out, going away to the ends of the earth.
One side is Bright, one is dark
One moaning, one singing.
-Sara Burton
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SILENCE IS GOLDEN
I had a teacher, Mrs. Page
'-lho told me "Silence is Golden".
I believed her because
she was a teacher and
I thought teachers never lied.
But one day I was all alone
and scared .
There was silence everywhere
and I didn't think it was Golden.
-Paula Ermert
POEM
Reindeer are brown and red
Miss Taylor said
Let's all make fun of the purple and black
(reindeer of Christmas)
If you can 't color your deer
like every other person you are
dumb!
dumb!
dumb dumb dumb!
Hundreds of mimeographed Rudolphs
all alike
on white paper.
Color them the same Miss Taylor said
or you are dumb
dumb dumb dumb stupid • • •
-Author Unknown

LIGHT BULB
a little child goes blank .
-Missy Reach
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A HOT WIND ON MAIN STREET

The lonely faceless people find
their identities in the Ginyard
and laugh
The neon signs are crying out colors
and dancing to the sounds of cars that
pass
The wind is hot and calling
out names that no one carries or
wants
-Trumny Beckwith

DOUGLAS MACARTHUR JR. HIGH SCHOOL, JONESBORO

MOCKINGBIRD

A mockingbird is like a radio
that you don't turn off.
-Kim Byrd

ICICLES

my house is growing

fingernails.

-Author Unknown

A WINDMILL

is a lighthouse with wings
-Tina Clairday
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THE MOON
looks like a face
just before a sneeze.
-Kevin Hendrix

GILLETT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

POEM
The reason for spaghetti
is so people won't eat worms .
-Glenda Smith

THE REASON I WASN'T IN CHURCH SUNDAY
I got up early and went to the closet ,
when I opened the door an elephant without a trunk stepped
out and attacked me. We fought for hours and finally
I got away. I ran into the bathroom and a big alligator jumped
out of the bathtub and when I jumped out the window a low
circling jet snagged my shirt and I had to walk across
the ocean from Japan because no ships would give
me a ride
- Author Unknown

MARKED TREE HIGH SCHOOL

JEALOUSY
tastes like rusty water
from an old water tan~ .
-Tony Pendergrass
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APPRENTICE FACTORY WORKER
Turn the machine on
Start the roar.
Seat yourself in front of the poc kets
that stare back at you,
Waiting to be joined to
the pants.
Over and over
Sew and clip.
Build up the sweat
As the masters ask for more.
At the end of the day
Flip the switch to "off."
Stand up and wait for the bell.
Then, turn and walk off.
-Susan Maddox

DARDANELLE JR. HIGH SCHOOL

-----

RIVER-when

~

dad cried at his wedding.

-David Norton

I DREAMED

I couldn ' t talk because my
tongue had been pulled out
and was lying under my bed
whistling a song.
-Paula Williams
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BERRYVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

HUNT

The pond was frozen over
with dead feathers.
-Author Unknown

SUNDAY
The grounds keeper ate a cheese sandwich
sitting on his father ' s tombstone.
- Ann Carter

I DREAMED
of a beauty with the head of a rabbit.
- William

s.

BANDAID
Bumper sticker for a knee.
-Author Unknown

3AM
The cat sings whe n the moonlight hits her .
-Author Unknown
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POEM
I had a friend who always
read the dictionary and rode
an elephant, and he wrote
a book about his life
with Patty .
-Author Unknown

NOTIONS FROM THE TOP OF THE ROOF

I.
A quarter hour after dawn.
Last night's bad dream is useless.
As out of place as the pale moon
Drifting slowly over the still, dark
Pine forest to the south.
II.
I'm savoring the view of newborn
Apricot sky dusted with talcum
Powder stars.
III .
Refreshed by the dew c linging to the shingles,
I am a V. I . P . guest of nature-(However, incognito) .
For surely I'm the only person awake
On this entire mountain;
The only tranquil poet who sits
Wrapped up in a patch-work quilt
Watching a pastel spinning jenny
Blend, subtly and silently,
The genre of this ancient world
Into a fresh, new day .
-Ann Carter
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SPRINGDALE HIGH SCHOOL

CHANGE
She
Now
She
Now
She
Now
Her
Now

is young
she is old
is warm
she is cold
is shy
she i s bold
hair is black
i t is gold.
-Rande Walker

POEM
I grazed in the pasture day in day out-Me the bull strong and stout.
I was king of the farm and meaner than hell,
But the cows were the ones with the sweet smell.
-Author Unknown

PINE BLUFF HIGH SCHOOL

POEM
I ' m scared of you ,
My eyes try to wander
but again you capture them.
Why do you make my ideas
seem faded and misshapen?
I'll endure your lec tures
but not my uncertainties .
- Holly Turner
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ALPENA JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

MY BROTHER, THE BUNNY

My brother is a very dumb bunny
He bugs me when I have company
He's got a little nose and is always eating carrots.
He ' s got such big ears they reach from here to Paris.
-Brenda

MY DAD THE

FROG

If you wonder why I call my dad a frog
cause he jumps on to me--he jumps
onto everybody. He jumps on to my
mom too--He has to wear a toupee close
and a mask too so people won't see his
green slimy face. When our company
leaves he jumps everywhere.
-Author Unknown
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PEAKE MIDDLE SCHOOL

That Tree
That tree I was in
Gave me the biggest spin
I thought at being up in the top
I was being waved around like a mop
The wind was blowing and the tree
Bending
I couldn't figure out the message the
Tree was sending
So I climbed out of that tree
and let it be.
-Author Unknown
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
I love
I love
I love
I love
I love

is a country.
is my mother.
her when she is mean.
her when she's nice .
her when she's sugar .
her when she's sour cream.
Geneva but not the country.
-Cecelia Delamar
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PEAKE MIDDLE SCHOOL

untitled
Drew Pearson of the Dallas Cowboys ,
lfucn he is playing the Cowboys are wowboys,
'le runs with speed and is so great ,
l-lhen they make "operation pass" he is the bait.
Drew ts a cool dude ,
He isn't rude ,
But when i t comes to football he can't stop catching them all,
Drew Pear~on the great football player .
-Andy Berryman
Birds
The birds hop and walk,
bendin~ down to wrestle
with the worm and bugs.
They also chat with the other

birds and tell them where
its at.
-Clint Mathis
Steps to Heaven
In the clouds I see steps to heaven
All the way up to cloud eleven
Behtnd in the background I see blue
The sky looks so fluffy and new
Sometimes the clouds are shapes of pictures
They give me dreamy , creamy adventur es
But most of all I like the clouds to heaven
Hhich is higher than cloud eleven
'.fllybe someday l go that high
Way up in the sky
-Allison Hasley
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CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Our Friendship:
The sky is blue
The grass is green
and we have friendship
inbetween.
-Sandra D. (Dee Dee)
Haiku
Haiku I liku
I don't want
to fiku Haiku.
-Joel
untitled
Names like Peter Pip Pippement
Candy is quite an unusually name.
But names like-Gwen-Pen-Jolly-within
is nonsence names. Buttt names like
Sandra Annetta Helms is
JUST RIGHT.
-Sandra
untitled
flowers flowers red and white. I was in the
tower and I saw a big
flower it was so big,
you could see
it for miles and miles.
I saw a man
try to dig it up.
But he could not.
-Ken Sanders
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1-'atchet Huper
Hatchet huper swings an axe and slices
the ball
Nealson the nose swings his nose hit the
ball over the fence
Jonny backswing, swings his bat backwards
on his first day he knocked
the catcher mask
over the fence.
-Author Unknown
Lady in Red
Oh, how I dread the lady
in red. How everybody dreads
The lady in red. I'd hate to
meet up with the lady in red.
-Sheri Francis
I Know
I know
I know
I know
I know

ME:

a gopher who's a loafer
a mole who stays in his hole
a mule who has a rule
someone very well. That's
-Kimburley Jo Coulter

untitled
There tvas a flower
that had so much power.
Her name was sun
because she was a sunflower.
-Jo Ann
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untitled
February in the country.
February in the sea.
February in the very very deep sea.
Because no one likes
February but me!
-Selena
My Friends are Butterflys
As I walk the road.
I see a flower,
and I see a butterfly.
And I call it Henryetta,
She has a boyfriend.
I call him Henry.
They both play together.
When they get tired they
play with me.
-Paula
My Friends Brian and Billy
Brian
Billy
Brian
Billy
Brian

is tough,
is rough,
will kick,
will buck,
and Billy my Friends .
-Lionel Bryant

Tin Nose
There was a man
and his name was Tin Nose .
He had a nose that would cut a hose .
But there was a problem Tin Nose had,
he could not cut a nose hose .
-Jerry
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untitled
Dinasaur Binasaur
Tinasaur Pinasaur
in the sea.
He never
Knew his name until some other
Dinasaur said hi Dinasaur Binasaur
Tlnasaur Pinasaur .
-Karen
untitled
Once I made a snowman
I made him all that day
And as fast as I made him
He melted all away.

-T. Jon
untiled
Green eyes greedy gut
Run around and eat
the '~hole world up.
-Joel
Planets A. B. C.
Planets are
Mars for car s and candy bar s .
Jupiter for stupider.
Venus for henus .
Mer cury for curry.
Uranus for cranus .
Neptune is for tuning a radio .
Pluto for fear .
Saturn for naturn.
But Earth is for living
human beings , and animals.
-Lionel
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untitled
You love apple pie
So here it is in your eye
You didn't like that so splat
You gave it back
-Joel
Spookland
I live on old Spook land
As spooky as can be .
The doors creek.
The floor speaks to me .
One morning I took
a walk by the sea
it seems like someone was talking to me like
he could not speak.
-Author Unknown
untitled
The
The
The
How

wind blew
grass grew
people knew
wonderful the forest was.
-Stan R.

Joe
There was a boy named Joe
He owned a river that flowed
Then one day a boy came along
And did something wrong
-Richard H.
Horses
When I ride a horse,
he always does a prance.
Re does not buck ofcourse,
but does a certain dance.
-Daryl Love II
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I Love
l ove the dewy morning
love the lovely sea.
love the wild animals
That lay in fields
with me.
l
I
I

-Vanda Porter
untitled
I saw you in the ocean
I saw you in the sea
I saw you in the bathtub

oops. pardon me.
-Selena
Nine Lives Has A Cat
9 lives has a cat.
1 life has a bat.
1 life has a dog.
1 life has a frog.
1 life has a fish.
No life has a dish .
-- Now you've heard my little rhyme.
I don't have any more time
to tell you about the little cat
little bat
little dog
little frog
little fish
and
the
little
dish!
-Ann Howard

Love
Love is like honey
In the meadow.
Love is like music
From heaven.
Love is like being happy,
Love is sweet and being kind and good.
-Author Unknown
People
Some
Some
Some
Some

peoples are black,
are white, red.
peoples a re sad,
are mean.
-Author Unknown

Spelling
How do you spell
spell? Simple.
How do you spell cat?
Simple.
-Gwen Hodge
The Old Man and His Old Cat
once a old man and his old cat
c~e to my window and said
I have no food and my
cat dont have no food to
eat and he will die and
I will be dead myself
and you dont want that
to happen •o you
the end of the story
-Rodney
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The Man
There used to be a man
he had so many names
they were hog cow deer
cat fox tigger aunt. But
his last name was man.
-Ray Golden
Dreams
Dreams are funny:
they melt all up
like Mother's sugar
in her coffee cup.
-Zina Murphy
Mr. No
There is a man
who say no
all the time.
He will not say yes
or hi or by
He say no.
-Leon Grandy
Lilyby
lilyby lilyby
prettier than
prettier than
all you do is
lilyby lilyby

floating in a stream
the country
the trees
float down streams
pretty as my dream
-Brad Waggoner
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untitled
There was a man he had 3 names
Tom frank and the one he liked best
he thot it was gran
and that name was "I Am".
-Author Unknown
Where Are You Going
Say man where are you going.
I am going home to take a bath.

Say can you step in your own bathtub with hot water .
No can you.
Well can you take a stopper out .
Yes.
I bet you can you will get stopped up in the stopper-hole,
Ra, ha, ha.
How do you know because you are so silly you can not take
a stick out of a boat that is how silly you is.
Ha, ha. ha.
-Shana
The Old Poem
I write poetry all the time you know where
ita in my mind. I mite write about an old old
grave or maybe a poem about a tidalwave .
-Brad Waggoner
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OKOLONA SCHOOL DISTRICT

The Lovers
Love is a habit of woman and man . But love comes from heaven
and hellt love is happiness and thoughtful love also comes from
baby first born love is powerful and spirit like light shine on
heaven love is always use on word and letter as a word is use on
people. Love is a habit of woman and man.
-Jackie Waters
A Boy
A boy is like a toy
He goes around
Till he gets every girl in the town.
A boy is lovingt a boy is meanness
But still he make a girl feel good
So all I have to say is try loving a boy
And you will like it.
You will like it so you will want more
loving and probably more.
-Diane Ross
What's the Use In Loving One Man?
Why not love two?
If one doesn't do rightt go to the other.
Seet you're not the only one, brother!
Cause ,.,hat you can do • I can do better!
I know you knew you'd get caught sooner or later
So "two-timing" is what we both can do!
-Mary Beard
Untitled
They fish and they fish way down
in the sea a mile but they never
caught the fish with a deep sea smile
-Willie Joe Young
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I Play With Wasp
I used to play with wasp
but then I got a sting
I used to play with their nest
and I just made a mess.
I pull his wing
and T qtarted to run
and 1 just said I'll sing
I just got sting sting sting
-Teresa Post
untitled
I know a boy

ten feet tall
and never could shoot a ball
-Gregory Edward Medanill
The Ocean
The ocean is beautiful ,
With all her spl endor and grace.
The ocean is beautiful,
It's just like golden lace .
It shines up bright and clear,
In the night most of all.
I love the ocean, yes I do ,
When dolphins come t o call .

-Martha Sue Osburn
I Wish

Once t wish I was a chicken
so I could peck a dudes eye out
I wish I was a bear
so I could swallow him whol e
But no I don't wish that
Because I am in love with t he guy
- Denethe Waters
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CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

THE CREATION OF DATING
Back in the time when no one laughed because everyone was busy getting the
world ready to use, men just said what they had to say. Their life was very
dull and monotonous. One day they finished their work early and went for a
walk . They came across a most beautiful sound. They were curious and followed
it . They found a whole village of beautiful women and the men were charmed
by this lovely talent for laughter and came by to see them every day.
-Ramona Johnson

AWARENESS
Each thing calls for my attention.
The book on the table, the knife in the drawer, the plant near the window,
All of these provoke me with questions .
Doors are everywhere,
I must open them all.
-Jeff Ledbetter

This day is for me a contradiction.
I feel like an old oak tree
creaking with the strong
gust&
of wind
Thick, musky screens of leaves in fury
twirling me
about.
Yet I feel calm,
very tranquil
as the sweet land
after a bitter storm.
-Christopher Conaster

Today I feel like
I could stand in the middle of the lake
And watch the trees blink on and off.
It's kinda like I just met 12 dead space men.
-Tim Johnson
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HALL HIGH SCHOOL

THE DISCOVERY OF TIME
Two boys were riding through the woods,
they were oblivious to the sounds and scenes
around them.
Suddenly their attention was drawn to
a deep pulsating noise.
They stopped and rode towards the throbbing sound.
The noise became louder and louder.
They rode into an immense clearing
and there it was.
The largest alarm clock in existence
stood before them. It stretched for miles
into the sky. They had surely
discovered Time . A shrill ringing
could be heard and then there was
nothing; nothing at all.
-Robert Murphy

We were created
Because if we never were
The snow would not fall.
-Eugene Reuben Richard

THE CREATION OF THOUGHT
A light was turned on
From within.
It shown outside
Illuminating
The inside.
-David Hamilton
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PARKVIEW HIGH SCHOOL

THE CREATION OF MOUTHS
And the people were tired
of eating through their noses
And it was rather hard
to understand the language .
But then one day a
stranger came into one lady's
home .
It frightened her and did
she scream (through her nose
of course . )
The stranger held her
nose so tight it burst a
space in her face .
And that's where we
get our mouth.
-Dana Pace

HOW I FEEL TODAY
I ' ve lost him
He left yester day
Today I'm as lonely as an infant without a mother
Tomorrow I'll find another .
-Dorothy Ellefson

Mostly everything that
has been going on around
here: ridiculous!
When not knowing who
is the father of the expectant
and when Miss Experience comforts
her by reminiscing her own
past : ridiculous!
When people use symbolism
for everything I learn,
and eventually I am a
symbol: ridiculous!
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DUNBAR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

WHAT'S HAPPENING?
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

is writing a poem, while
is fighting with
who is calling for
who does not bear.
is crying about
who failed her because
wanted to cheat on a test , and
is playing a flute.
is eating lunch, while
J is singing in choir, and
K is cussing at
L who forgot him at the bus stop .
M is struggling with a test that
N is finished with.
0 is drinking a coke and
P is eating potato chips .
Q is getting sent home because
R beat up
S who is eating ice cream.
T is reading a book and
U is shooting rubber bands at
V who thinks they're coming from
W who is listening to Bach .
X is giving a speech while
Y sleeps in the corner and dreams of

z.

-Ruth Postlewaite

LONELINESS
I dreamed that loneliness is like
a man alone in water, or a
man running through the forest
with nothing but himself and the world,
just running and running and hoping for
something to see or hear, to help him
through the forest. Nothing but himself
and the world to pull him through.
-Kenneth Barton
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MANN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

A DREAM

I dreamed that I was fr~e,
riding a black stallion
across the skies like a
Greek God flying with
the trade winds , the
storm brewing in my
eyes.
-Laura Cummings

THE ACTS OF A MOTHER
A mother who is always sweet and kind
Her child will always listen and mind
A mother who is always shouting and yelling
Her child will turn away and start rebelling.
-Mark Sugg

MY DREAM

I dr eamed that he knew that the kleenex
holding my tears were for him.
I dreamed that flowers and love and
beauty grew out of the spilled perfume.
-Ginny Martin

I dreamed that one day I'll be alone, living in a far away place, where there
is quietness, stillness. Here I am in my home surrounded by a river, thinking
about whether that will be the only sound I will hear till I'm gone. I wish
that someone could be here to share my loneliness.
-Michael Cole
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FOREST HEIGHTS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

4 WAYS OF LOOKING AT A BEE
1)
2)
3)
4)

A bee is like a needle.
A bee sounds like a school bell.
When angered a bee has a temper
like a golden thread waiting to be broken.
Dropping a jar full of angry bees in an elevator
is like dropping a hydrogen bomb on a city .
-Cathy Redus

A pencil lying still on the desk. Then in a minute someone picks it up and
it starts dancing slowly across the white dance floor. Then an idea pops
into the person's head and the pencil dances faster, as if the idea will run
away if the person doesn't get it written down. The pencil moves in a steady
rhythm. Then the pencil rests on the desk again tired after the long dance,
but the dance floor is not empty. It is scuffed from where the pencil has
danced.
-Janice Ammann

5 WAYS OF LOOKING AT A SPIDER PLANT

A spider plant is simply a plant that lies in a bed
day in and day out.
But in the night a spider plant is a giant spider
that roams the earth.
In ycur bedroom a spider plant is a handful of fingers
reaching out to get you.
A spider plant is a hand straining to get out of the ground
after being buried so long .
A spider plant is a bunch of frog tongues
reaching for passing flies.
A spider plant is simply a plent that lies in a bed
day in and day out.
-Shelley Cobb
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BOOKER JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

ROCK 'N' ROLL
Being in a rock ' n'roll band
Can really make you feel like a man.
I like it better than soul
Because it's my rock'n'roll
And I'm a singer in a rock'n'roll band.
-Merle

Grub~s

I dreamed that I had
a dream that really wasn't
a dream at all . I dreamed
that people threw down
violence like leaves
that fell in the fall.
-Freddie Lee

Today I feel like a lonely person
sitting in a room with a continuous Jrum beat.
The atmosphere around me is like
a condemned man walking to his death,
with a crowd thatis all eyes
and shut mouths .
-Tommy Wells

GUERNICA
I think that painting represents
people who can't shut their
mouths. I think that's a plague
of lockjaw. Everybody is dying
because they can't eat.
-Tony Dilday
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SOUTHWEST MIDDLE SCHOOL

SEEING
Seeing is believing that you are
in a world of fantasy .
It's like everything you see is beautiful
and everything beautiful is seeing you .
To see is to have been seen.
-Sonya Mumford

HOW TO BUILD A MONSTER
First you get a tin box,
two buttons, another bigger
tin box, and two arms & legs
& feet. Then you put it
together, and you will tell
him what to do.
If someone steals your
brother or sister, you can
tell Mohigan to get your
brother back and he will.
If the crooks give him
any trouble, he will knock
their heads together.
-Allen Lamb

SILENCE
Silence is the friend of loneliness, but sometimes sil~nce walks alone. As
I sit here in the silence, the silence is part of this beautiful scenery .
The barn door is open, the horse is lying down and the chickens are laying
eggs for breakfast in a few minutes , but the best thing is the beautiful silence.
-Melinda Brown
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HENDERSON MIDDLE SCHOOL

I DREAMED THAT ••.
I went to a ballgame and it started raining. I was running around with
a newspaper over my head, and when I found shelter I couldn't find anybody
in my family. So I decided to go look for a phone, and since there were
apartments near by I walked into one. I went into one of the rooms and found
the phone sitting on the table. Beside the phone was a picture of a girl.
I didn't like the picture, so I threw it down and it broke. All of a sudden
the closet door opened and that girl who was in that picture was standing there .
I ran under the bed and she came over and threw the bed out the window. Ouch!
I landed right in a briar bush . I had left my books on the table in that
room, and 1 had to go get them . On the way back everyone I saw had a face
like that ugly girl.
-Alison Fuller

HOW TO BUILD A MONSTER
You'd start with several graveyard things:
Lizards' tails and big bats' wings,
A leg, some arms, a head if you're lucky,
(The ingredients are sounding mucky.)
Then stir it all till boiling hot,
In a black, three-legged pot.
Then add some bread that's getting old,
And pour it into a life-sized mold.
Out comes a monster (most times a mess)
And decide between your friends
whose monster is best.
-Dee White

I dreamed that I was one of Kojak's lollipops on T. V.
It wasn ' t the best thing in the world, but when he had
his shirt pocket exposed, there was a lot of action.
It's a lot of fun when he breaks up a fight. The only bad
time I can remember is when he made a bad shot at a bank
robbery suspect and later took it out on me.
-Garrett Brown
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PULASKI HEIGHTS MIDDLE SCHOOL

7 WAYS OF LOOKING AT A (BLANK)
Without a
teachers would not be able to have us
fill in the missing parts of sentences on tests .
Without
's the newspapers would have to write in
the bad words in political conversations .
's are mysterious for you can only guess at what fills them.
Without
's you would not be able to solve math
equations.
______ 's are simple and sweet, for they are simply lines .
--~--'s can be so short or they can be infinite .
Without
's the Robert's English book couldn't have
morphemes.
What would we do without
's!

----

-----

-Kathryn Ramsey

7 WAYS OF LOOKING AT AN ERASER
Erasers have personalities.
You can tell by their color or shape.
They can save your life by erasing what you wrote on the wall
about the biggest, meanest and ugliest kid in school.
Or they could bring you to your downfall by erasing your
carefully done homework.
If it's an Art Gum, you can pass many dull hours by watching
i t crumble.
Or you can listen to the sound one makes as you pull it off
the end of your pencil.
And they're always good for bouncing.
-Julie Schmutz

9 THINGS THAT COULD NEVER HAPPEN
A lily pad could never turn into a frog or a cat turn into a goat or a person
into a coat. A flower could never be a tree. And a different person could
never be me. A night could never be day or work could never be play. The
sun could never be the moon or "never" couldn't ever be "soon."
-Lori James
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ISH INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

WHAT THE CHAIR SAID
Once a chair said to a fat lady
you are smushing my stomach.
You might have broken my small
and large intestines. Why can 't you
go sit on another chair?
And the lady screamed so loud
she shook the house .
-Josephine Akes

I feel like a door that just got slammed.
-Tina George

WHAT THE UMBRELLA SAID

The umbrella said, "Why do you let me up
to get wet so you can keep dry." So I said,
"Because that's what they made you for."
So he said, "How did you know it was going
to rain?" So I said, "On the news."
He said, "Take me to that dirty old news
station." So I did. Then he told the weatherman,
"Let me tell you one thing. Don't you ever
in your life tell her it's going to rain shine
sleet or snow because she woke me up
from a two weeks sleep." So the weatherman said,
"Oh."
-Eugenia Hayes

I feel like a hound dog .
I'm as tired as a 90 year old granny.
-Teresa Turley
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GRANITE MOUNTAIN INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

FEAR

Fear tastes like silver .
-Patrick Rodgers
Fear looks like big shadows.
-Karen Honea
Fear sounds like people screaming in a falling elevator .
-Mike Oline
Fear smells like a burnt hotdog.
-Ronald Sipes
Fear feels like a stranger grabbing your arm.
-Pamela
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RIGHTSELL INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

Fear tastes like cement for braces.
-Paul Turner
Fear looks like a man without eyes.
-Leslie O'Neal
Fear sounds like an airplaine flying over the roof.
-Jim Davis
Fear smells like a burnt roast.
-Robin Gordon
Fear feels like a spider crawling up my back.
-Kathy Bradley
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OAKHURST

INTE~ffiDIATE

SCHOOL

WHAT THE PIZZA SAID
Why are people always biting me? I'm not so special . Why don ' t they bite
you humans? My cousin, Dan Pepperoni, died last night because of your love
of us. After a while, I'm going to gather all of us pizzas and go to China
because all they eat there is rice .
-Deverick Turner

WHAT THE ROCK SAID
As I was walking,
I heard a rock talking .
It asked me a question,
Please! Please! will you help me?
I stood there not knowing
if it was raining or snowing
or if the sun was shining
or behind the clouds .
I was really surprised.
But I finally caught sight
of the rock.
I knew I must talk.
So I did .
Excuse me, rock,
did you happen ~o talk?
So he (or was it a she-I was mixed up so I'll
call it an it)
it talked to me,
very politely you see,
that it was lonely .
So I took it home
and kept it as a companion
when I was lonely.
-Claire Parins

THE STARS
When the sky was near the earth
a rich lady hung a diamond
necklace in the sky, which
is now called the stars.
-Darrell Thomaso
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MOUNT ST. MARY' S ACADEMY

The way I feel right now I
could walk to Kentucky with
the rain blessing me all the way.
-Lee Mallon

THE CREATION OF ARGUMENTS
Everyone smiled, but their
insides made faces.
They said what they thought they felt
and felt what they thought they said.
All were friends .
What were enemies?
One day, they found tongues
and learned how to be mean.
-Lisa Rain

FRIENDSHIP
Two people brought together
Linked with trust.
They bring to each other
Confidence of their goals.
One person confides in the other
His secrets, hardships or pleasures.
They love and try to help each
Other with no jealousy involved.
Each day their separate suns
Rise and the suns set together .
-Lauren Biggs
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PULASKI EAST JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

THE CREATION OF STYLE
I t only happens
when someone doesn ' t like
the way things are . They
get tired of green & blue
so they make it orange
& pink. They get tired of
flat so they make it
high. They get tired of
this one so they make
that one. Everyone has
their own ' cause they like
something all their own.

-Kathy Thompson

My name is slick. I'm hip to the
chicks and all their tricks. When one
of them chicks comes up and asks for a kiss
I say Later Baby, I got to split because
my name is slick and I don ' t mess
with no jive time chick and I don't play
or brag because I'm Super Bad .
-Kenneth McClain

FIVE THINGS THAT COULD NEVER HAPPEN
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

It's impossible to completely control
the way a dream will turn out .
It's impossible for a man (or machine)
to count to the very highest number
(or lowest negative number.)
Nobody could ever untie a dried
pretzel.
It's impossible to melt a glacier
with a cricket lighter, with no refills.
It's impossible to keep your eyes
open when you sneeze.
-Bryan Moore
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IMHACULATE CONCEPTION SCHOOL

TC'M THUMB:

MODERN VERSION

Hey man , did you see a little guy
run by here about one inch high , man?
No man, l can ' t see anyone one inch high,
man. I ' m looking up, man. Hey man, I have
a thumb named Tom. You want him? No
I don't want your thumb, man. No wonder
you didn't see him , man. Why not ,
man? He's in disguise. Hey man , like
the underground man . Why does he
need a disguise , man? Because
Americans think he ' s a spy , man , like
a on~ inch high private eye man except
h~ ' s not a man.
He dresses up l•ke
d German and sits on the window still ringing
a bell and saying , "almonds for the blind."
Oh yeah, I saw him. Where did he go,
man? ln the middle ages.
- Randy
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THE CATHEDRAL SCHOOL

ONCE AGAIN
The time again is going fast
Faster than I should allow .
I wish the time for once would last
That it would stay. It would not pass
For I am sorry to see it go.
Just like the wind it seems to blow
Far, f:1r away
Like it loves to leave, it hates to stay.
It comes and leaves , it comes and goes ,
Just like the summers , just like the snows .
-Kate Anderson

MY DREAM

Last night I dreamed of a secret land.
It had forests and oceans and tundra and sand.
The land was happy and pretty and funny,
With no worry of jobs or school or money.
The people were carefree and happy and simple ,
Until the others came.
They cut down the forests and built tall skyscrapers
and invented money .
At first it was good, but it got out of hand.
ThEy had no more forests and nor fresh green land.
The old ones remember the time long ago.
But the young ones have nowhere to turn to or go .
-Brooke Bumpers

WHERE WORDS CAME FROM
One day my brother was out playing in the yard. And
his mouth ran away and he couldn't catch it, so he ran
in the house. And he told my mother his mouth had run
away. She said go catch it. But I can't it ' s too fast
for me, he said. I came in the house then, and I said
what's the matter? He said my mouth ran away. I Sdid
I'll catch it. I came back in an hour. He said where
is it? I said it is fast. It came back the next day and
jumped in his mouth .
-Mark Douglas
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